Kurzweil 3000 Book Scan Request Form

Please complete one of these for EACH item that you are requesting.

Your Information

Name (Print): ___________________________ Email: ______________________________

Book Info

Title and Edition: _______________________________________________________________
Authors / Editors: _______________________________________________________________
ISBN: ___________________________ Copyright (Year): _________________________
Publisher: ______________________________________________________________________

Course Info

Course Number / Title: __________________________________________________________
Instructor: _____________________________________________________________________

When and What do you need completed?

Pages/ Chapters: _____________ Needed by: _____________
Pages/ Chapters: _____________ Needed by: _____________
Pages/ Chapters: _____________ Needed by: _____________
Pages/ Chapters: _____________ Needed by: _____________
Pages/ Chapters: _____________ Needed by: _____________
Pages/ Chapters: _____________ Needed by: _____________

Please take the book to Lily Library 229 during office hours, (M-F 9-5).
Please allow two weeks for us to scan and upload the book to your account.